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NEW LOOK

SAME GREAT MESSAGE!
Blue Lightning prides itself as being a forward-thinking provider in the
communications industry, always staying up to date with industry trends
and the latest technologies available; our appearance is no different! You
may notice that The Blue Lightning newsletter looks a little different! We
felt like it was time for a little change. Don’t worry - while the newsletter’s
appearance may be modernized, the content still provides you with the
same notable updates you have always relied on.

What else can I expect?

Along with the new look, the timeline of receiving newsletters has also
been modified. From now on, newsletters will come to you quarterly (four
times a year) rather than monthly. What does this mean moving forward?
Less mail in your box does not equal less information! Although
newsletters will be sent less frequently, they will be rich in content, making
them more valuable than ever before. Miss the last newsletter? No
worries, visit getbluelightning.com/newsletter for our current and past
issues.

How will I stay updated between newsletters?

As always, you can find pertinent information on the Blue Lightning
Facebook page! Important notifications, special promotions and deals,
and local happenings will be posted regularly. One of the many benefits of
getting news from the Facebook page is that you can immediately reach
out with a comment, question, or concern directly on the post and Blue
Lightning will get back to you with a response as soon as possible. Go on,
make sure you are following us on Facebook!

Questions?

It is our top priority to communicate and stay connected with you, and we
always value your feedback! If you have questions about changes to the
newsletter, or any services, please call us at (970) 483-7343, reach out on
the Blue Lightning Facebook page, visit getbluelightning.com, or feel free
to stop by the office at 414 Main Street in Wiggins if you are able to chat
in person. Thank you for being a member and for staying up to date with
the Blue Lightning newsletter. Now let’s celebrate our new look!
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The HOLIDAYS are here, it's time to
sweeten things up with HOLIDAY CHEER!
Enjoy a CANDY-COATED Blue Lightning
Internet boost for 50% OFF* for 3 months!
Unwrap the BEST SPEEDS your neighborhood
has to offer!

*Customers that choose a higher speed of Internet or are new to Blue Lightning are eligible
for 50% off for 3 Months. Discount amount is based off monthly service rate and does not
apply to taxes, transmissions fees or installation costs. Customers must stay at new package
level for a minimum of 6 months, but can upgrade at any time. Exclusions may apply, visit
Blue Lightning for more details.
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TEN-DIGIT DIALING
 
As you may have noticed by now, ten-digit dialing has gone into effect! As of October 24th, all
local calls require the three-digit area code to be dialed in order for your call to be connected.
From now on, if calls are dialed without the three-digit area code preceding them, a recording will inform you that your
call cannot be completed as dialed.

Remind me why?

This change was made due to the Federal Communications Commission
adopting “988” as the number to reach the National Suicide Prevention
Hotline and Mental Health Crisis Lifeline. The three-digit dial will not
officially reach the Lifeline until July 16, 2022. Until then, those needing to
reach the Lifeline must continue to dial 1-800-273-TALK (8255).

Are there any more changes?

Now that local numbers require ten-digit dialing, remember to update your
contact information on any printed or promotional materials (i.e., personal or business checks, advertisements, etc.)
that do not already include the area code to ensure your calls go through. Making this quick fix now will prevent any
confusion later, for you and for the caller trying to reach you! The good news - your telephone number is not changing
and there are no extra fees.
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STRESS LESS:

FOLLOW THESE HOLIDAY CYBERSECURITY TIPS!
Picture this: snow is falling outside - you’re staying cozy
under a blanket, sipping hot cocoa and browsing for gifts
online while sitting by the crackling fireplace. All is
peaceful and you’ve just found the perfect present for
your loved one, plus the price it’s vastly cheaper than what
you saw advertised on TV yesterday! You excitedly enter
your information, hit “pay” and a pop-up appears on your
screen. . . your laptop has been hacked and your debit
card has been compromised!
Unfortunately, along with being a perfect time for
gift-giving, the holidays are also the ideal time for cyber
threats. As you shop online this holiday season, follow
these simple steps to avoid the scenario above and stay
cybersafe.
Clean up your machine!
Before even getting online, make sure your device is up to
date with its most current software. It’s easy to ignore
update notifications, but this step is crucial! Software
updates are released to improve the efficiency and
security of your device. Plus, with Blue Lightning speeds,
your update will be done before you can listen to your
favorite holiday song!
Be savvy about your Wi-Fi connection.
Whether it’s holiday time or not, another best practice of
cybersecurity is to use your own device and private,
password-protected Wi-Fi when purchasing products
online. Treat all public computers and networks as
compromised, even if they seem to look safe. Although
there is convenience in purchasing gifts while you’re out
grabbing your favorite latte, public networks put you at
risk of hackers gathering your personal information.

Shop Reliable Sites - Think before you click.
An important rule of thumb to remember: if it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is! Hackers often disguise
themselves as websites with amazing, unheard-of
discounts to get you to click on unsafe links and provide
your personal information. Before clicking, take a moment
to look at the website URL and check for any misspelling
or suspicious details. The URL should begin with “https”
(the “s” is crucial, many fake sites will begin with “http”)
and include a “lock” symbol in the address bar. Both
details show that the site is using encryption to protect
your data. Also, just like everyone else, hackers look for
the latest trends! Know a ballpark price of the popular gift
you’re buying before shopping; your loved one won’t get
their favorite gift if your card is compromised in the
process!
Your debit card needs a holiday vacation!
When shopping online, it’s best to use credit cards or
prepaid debit cards. Credit cards offer much more
protection since they are not linked directly to your bank
account. If you must use a debit card, regularly check your
bank statements and keep an eye out for unusual
charges; if you find a discrepancy, report it immediately.
Protect yourself with passwords.
Regularly updating and enhancing your passwords is one
of the most necessary steps in cybersafety, not only
during the holidays, but always! Creating strong
passwords or passphrases with a variety of capitalization,
symbols, and numbers is one of the practices in keeping
yourself safe online. Be sure to use two-step
authentication whenever it is available and opt out of
using autofill to save any information.

Stay stress-free; arm yourself against hackers with these cybersafety tips and online shopping will be
the easiest part of your holidays. As always, if you have any questions, Blue Lightning is here to help!
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CONTACT US
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Fax: 970-483-7713
BLUE LIGHTNING SUPPORT
Available 24/7
(970) 483-TECH (8324)or
“777#” from your home phone

Postal Customer
Weldona, CO 80653
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customersupport@wigginstel.com
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/wtabluelightning
BLUE LIGHTNING PRESENTS

PHONE LINE TO THE

NORTH
POLE
Nov. 26 - Dec. 24

Call Santa & leave

him your Christmas
wishes!

NORTH
POLE

FROM A BLUE LIGHTNING
LANDLINE PHONE, DIAL SANTA#

FROM ANY PHONE, DIAL:
(970) 483-GIFT

Blue Lightning is an equal
opportunity provider & employer.
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